Values: Republic of Armenia, state, citizenship, and the Armenian Army (Armenian 2020 NSS, VI).

National Goals: “Ensure ideological, security, social, political, legal, economic, demographic, international, education, intellectual, and culturally institutional conditions necessary for the perpetually of statehood” (Armenian 2020 NSS, VI).

International Relations: Relations between Turkey and Armenia remain contentious due to the tumultuous shared history. Armenia’s greatest rival is Azerbaijan due to territorial disputes evident in 2020 Nagorno-Karabakh War. Armenian works to maintain beneficial relations with Greece and Cyprus.

Population: 1.09 million
Cultural Groups: 98.1% Armenian, 0.47% Russian, 0.31% Yezidi
Cultural Components: 97.9% Armenian (Official Language)
Land Use: 63.4% of population in urban areas, informal architecture
Economy: Agriculture = 16.7% of GDP; Industrial = 28.2% of GDP; Services = 54.8% of GDP
Networks: Single highway access from North & South
Cultural Capabilities: Many religious sites, Hrazdan Central Stadium
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